Hidden Killers 2001 -- The World's Landmine Problem Many countries, especially the poorest, are affected by these hidden killers. The U.S. State Department believes there are still 60-70 million landmines buried in 68 On the positive side, the U.S. has budgeted $100 million for demining. Hidden Killers: the Global Problem with Uncleared Landmines 9.2 Hidden Killers - Land Mines in Azerbaijan - Gulnara Aydamirova The 1998 “Hidden Killers” Report On Humanitarian Demining Brochure for the Catholic Campaign to End Landmines Land mines: Hidden killers. Total number of land-mines 110 million in 64 countries. Human cost of land-mines 800 deaths a month, mostly innocent civilians, Hidden killers - CORDIS Hidden Killers Land Mines. The UN estimates that there are more than 110 million. Land mines strewn across 64 countries. ANAMA received more than 100 applications from local people of Fizuli who wanted to be deminers, Jalaalov says. Landmines: Deadly Hidden Killers - Where We Are Today? Findings of “Hidden Killers” relate to the global effort to end the land mine threat posed. To go on, a portion of Ted Turner’s $100 million contribution to the UN. Library Binding October 2000 Enslow Publishers 0766012409. Landmines and Human Security: International Politics and War’s. - Google Books Result 7 Jul 1997. Landmines are hidden killers that allJOHN WOLF nwitimes.com. July 07, 1997 The United Nations estimates there are 110 million landmines buried in 68. nations. It takes 100 times longer to remove than to plant this. Exhibit puts land mines in Loop - tribunedigital-chicagotribune These over-100-page titles present the facts and analyze some of the most controversial topics in today's news.-- Offers excellent and up-to-date information for Preventing Deadly Conflict - Google Books Result Describes dangers presented by land mines, their different types and uses, the fight to stop production, efforts to remove mines, attempts to regulate them, and. Land mines, 100 million hidden killers, Elaine Landau - Dallas. Describes dangers presented by land mines, their different types and uses, the fight to stop production, efforts to remove mines, attempts to regulate them, and. Land Mines: 100 Million Hidden Killers Issues in Focus: Elaine. The Amen Corner. Landmines are hidden killers that all - The Times But the UN estimates that there are still more than 100 million active mines. And while landmines are not the sole cause, these hidden killers are cheap to buy, Landmines and measures to eliminate them The United States army estimates that 400 million landmines have been sown. that conventional anti-personnel mines account for less than US$ 100 million US State Department, Hidden Killers: The Global Landmine Crisis, Bureau of Land Mines 100 Million Hidden Killers Issues in Focus, Elaine. This report, Hidden Killers 1994: The Global Landmine Crisis, details the steps. NGOs, and the private sector has been 100 million landmines worldwide. WorldMinds: Geographical Perspectives on 100 Problems. - Google Books Result Land Mines: 100 Million Hidden Killers Library Binding – Aug 2000. by Elaine Landau Author. Be the first to review this item Landmines: A Deadly Legacy - Google Books Result GIS/GPS Aid in Stalking Bosnia’s Hidden Killers. there are well over 100 million unexploded mines in the ground in more than 70 countries, many By 1999, the more than four million remaining land mines in U.S. arsenals will be destroyed. Anti-personnel Mines Under Humanitarian Law: A View from the. - Google Books Result The threat of landmines is widespread as they are relatively inexpensive and easily deployed, amounting to more than 100 million mines in more than 60. Hidden Killers: The Global Problem with Uncleared Landmines, a Report on International Demining. Washington 100 Million Infernal Machines. New York Landmine Monitor Report 2003: Toward a Mine-free World - Google Books Result Land Mines: 100 Million Hidden Killers Issues in Focus Elaine Landau on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Describes dangers presented June 30, 1997 GIS/GPS Aid in Stalking Bosnia’s Hidden Killers Land. Design of Demining Machines - Google Books Result More than 100 million hidden killers called landmines are strewn about the earth. Twenty-six thousand people are killed or maimed each year by antipersonnel Land Mines: 100 Million Hidden Killers: Elaine Landau. - Amazon.ca 7 Oct 2005. was part of an exhibition to show the difficulties of spotting the hidden killers. There are an estimated 40 million to 50 million abandoned mines in banning land mines, though it did pledge more than $100 million at the. Search for the Hidden Killers by Whaley, Floyd - International. Hidden Killers 1994: The Global Landmine Crisis Land Mines: 100 Million Hidden Killers - Elaine Landau - Google. In Cambodia and elsewhere, land mines are taking a huge toll on wild animals. decades by some of the more than 100 million land mines buried worldwide. Land mines: Hidden killers - Unicef Land Mines: Hidden Killers Of The World. - Google News Land Mines: 100 Million Hidden Killers Issues in Focus - Elaine. Hidden Killers 2001 reports that the number of landmines still emplaced around the world is between 45 and 50 million, in nearly 60 countries. Millions more mines Denmark, 0, 5,337,000, 100 km2, Unknown, Small, 24. Djibouti, 7, 451,500 Hidden Killers: The Problem of Landmines and Unexploded. It estimated that the world is littered with 80 million to 100 million ‘anti-personnel land mines in 64 coun tries. Most of the victims are innocent civilians.